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GREEN
DAYDREAM

THE

NO-MAD grows. And what better color to symbolize the growth than green ? Bright, 
young, sparkling... a burst of life in our homes. Day and green go together. As this 
color is associated with joy, generosity, kindness and birth. Green primordial waters 
also gave life and Vishnu, the carrier of the world, didn’t he want to be embodied 
in a turtle ? Fruitful, this tone brings serenity and creativity. It is inseparable from 

nature, its strength and its beauties. These are the virtues that NO-MAD wished to 
print in its creations. And the brand has chosen a light and intense green, bursting 
with youth as could be a bud in the spring, like a juicy apple. It is tender and warm. 
Nor totally hot nor completely cold. It symbolizes the vital energy, that energy that 
animates NO-MAD throughout its creations.www.no-mad.in         info@nomad.in         + 91 98203 61687 

NOVEMBER 2013
• Our first press feature : Architectural Digest India 
discovers NO-MAD as one of the brands to watch  
out for.

JANUARY 2014
• A few months into the launch, NO-MAD launched 
its RED Collection at the Le Mill, a concept store in 
Mumbai. 
• Elle Décor Italy features NO-MAD as one of the top 
40 trends for 2014.

FEBRUARY 2014
• NO-MAD ISAYU fabric and NO-MAD MUDDAH 
awarded the Best Fabric and Best Furniture 
respectively at the EDIDA Awards 2013 in New Delhi. 

It’s been a year since NO-MAD was launched... and what a journey it has been ! A year full of highs... a couple of awards and lot of appreciation from across 
the world... press, decorators, retailers and customers alike. A few milestones from our first year…

MARCH 2014
• Elle Décor France features the NO-MAD AJARA 
Chair in its March 2014 issue.

JUNE 2014 
• Salon Vivre Cote Sud - June 2014 : NO-MAD's first 
international design fair... and what a stupendous 
reception it was ! Be it the tent made of NO-MAD 
fabrics, designed by our Creative Director Valerie 
Barkowski or the Purple Collection in the Professional 
area, it was hard to miss NO-MAD at this fair ! 
• A 6 page feature on NO-MAD in the June 2014  
Issue of Cote Sud, France. 

JULY 2014 
• NO-MAD’s first international store placement 
at La Maison Pernoise, France. 

NO-MAD journey

SEPTEMBER 2014
• NO-MAD begins to spread its wings nationally with 
store placements at : 
Amethyst – Chennai 
Second Floor Studio – Delhi 
The Indelust - Bangalore

NOVEMBER 2014
• NO-MAD launches its Fabric Collection online 
and in several retail stores across India. 

JANUARY 2015
• We begin the new year with renewed hope and 
excitement as we launch at the Conran Shop in 
London and Paris.



FOUR 
LEGS 
REVIVED
Some wood and some string make a bed. A charpoi is a ‘classic’ 
of Indian culture. An object of daily life on which NO-MAD has 
dwelt. You can simply stretch out on it, without any intermediary. 
You can easily have your siesta there. In the house. In the street. 
In India, a charpoi is everywhere, very typical. This bed, in its 
simplest form is called by a host of names. Charpoi, Manjaa, Khatt, 
different appellations for the same reality dedicated to relaxation. 
Charpoi,   signifies four legs… most of the time made of wood, 
as is the framework of this rudimentary bed. For a mattress, 
there are ropes plaited and assembled to form a kind of a tight 
net. An object of daily life… a piece of furniture which does not 
attract attention any more, except that of NO-MAD. The brand has 
decided to acquire this classic, to honour it. Here, wood has been 
abandoned in favour of black, dull, elegant metal. The seating is 
of plaited, tied strings. But the strings have colour. Shades which 
are not left to chance but which are blended with textiles of the 
NO-MAD collection… black, red, purple and green… Tones revive 
the charpoi, give it a new look. While its shape remains identical.

NO-MAD likes objects which live, which 
can be brought out of their shell, which 
are reinvented. It also likes them to be 
combined. So it has created a gadda which 
is used alone or is combined with several 
others. When you are not standing you are 
crouched or sitting. Cross - legged. At times 
in a lotus pose. On the ground. Or else you 

increase the comfort level with a gadda, this mattress covered with a white fabric, which 
is rolled or unrolled. It is transported and shared above all. You choose it or you chose 
a bolster. Here an arm chair is rare. A gadda, as against an arm chair can be adapted. 
It can be positioned everywhere. And it is just this nomadic aspect which NO-MAD is 
referring to. It is this changing aspect that it appreciates. It is therefore quite natural that 
NO-MAD decided to create its own gadda, its own mattress which can be transported 
everywhere. The one that you can place on the floor or on a piece of furniture, or on a 
sofa or on the ropes of a charpoi. Tradition reinvents itself with this tailstock, this daily 
life accessory which brings softness, comfort and which, above all, makes you share. 

The thali… this tray which invites abundance is 
revisited by NO-MAD. Redesigned in the colours of 
the brand, it comes in five sizes to easily blend with 
life and tradition. A set of small dishes.  All laid out on 
a bigger one. A Thali. A kind of a small dish or would 
it rather be a tray or a plate ? A tray which contains 
one of the most popular meals of India : the thali. Yes, 
the names overlap… This traditional dish is actually 
a menu entirely comprised of several vegetarian or 
non-vegetarian preparations. With rice and chapatis, 
one digs into one bowl, then into another… One 
serves everything together, so that the savoury and 
sweet tastes get mingled. In the south of India, these 
food items are at times served on a banana leaf. But 
traditionally, they are laid out on this famous tray, on 
this thali which is at times made of stainless steel, 
brass or even silver. NO-MAD prefers it in metal, 
simple, fine. Off white, black, red, plum, apple green, 
with a cord stringing on the handles, a set of 5 different 
sizes. And why not use the traditional Thali as a tray 
and serve tea ? NO-MAD likes to tweak traditions… 
Write new stories that fit in our contemporary lifestyle.

ON A FINE
GADDA

THE THALI
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